If you still have any worries, ring or visit your midwife or doctor straight away. Don’t wait till the next day.

Most of the time, your midwife or doctor will check baby’s heartbeat and bub’s tests will be normal. But sometimes, in a very small number of women, not feeling bubba move may be a sign that bub is unwell and needs to be checked.

You should yarn with your midwife or doctor at the hospital if:

- Bubba doesn’t move at all one day. If this happens, ring or visit the clinic or hospital that day or night. Don’t wait until the next day.
- Bubba kicks less and less over one day, or
- You feel bubba is not moving enough.

Who to Call: __________________________

Their number is: ______________________

We hope this has helped you get to know what bubba’s movements mean.

You can find out more at:
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Pregnancy
Bubba’s Movements
And What They Mean
What do movements have to do with bubba’s health?
An active bubba is a healthy one. Some women may not feel bubba move as much as others, even if bub is doing well.

How much should bubba move?
Being aware of bubba’s movements every day is a good habit to have in pregnancy.

From 28 weeks (7 months) spend some time every day checking on bubba’s movements.

You'll feel baby move less when you:
• Stand
• Walk around, or
• Are busy doing other things.

You’ll feel baby move more when you:
• Relax
• Sit down, or
• Lay down.

Will bubba move all the time if they’re healthy?
Bub will not move all the time, even when they are healthy. Bubba will be quiet or asleep at short times during the day. Before birth, bubba will wake and sleep like a newborn. If bub is not moving at a time when they are usually moving, it may be good to check on bubba’s movements.

How to check bubba’s movements.
When a healthy bub is awake they will move about 10 times in two hours.

If bub moves less than this, check their movements by:
• Sitting in a quiet place, and
• Focusing on feeling bubba move.

Will bubba move less before labour?
Bubba will move throughout your pregnancy and keep moving up to birth.